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From the Director
Call to photographers – Appalachian
Mountain Treasures juried photo show

A

s many of you know, ForestWatch has started preparing for the
upcoming revision of the current Land and Resource Management
Plan for the Chattahoochee-Oconee National Forests (“Forest
Plan”). The Forest Service crafted the current Forest Plan in 2004
and this plan guides projects in the Chattahoochee-Oconee National
Forests (CONF) until the next plan revision. Each national forest
and grassland is governed by a management plan in accordance with
the National Forest Management Act. These plans set management,
protection, and forest-use goals and guidelines for that national
forest for the next 10-15 years. As of now, the revision process for
the current CONF Forest Plan is expected to start in 2020, but this
date could change. The revision process provides an opportunity for
the public to request changes in management from the current Plan.
For instance, ForestWatch may ask that ecologically sensitive areas be
designated as off limits to timbering, preventing destructive projects
before they are developed. Or, we may identify the areas in greatest
need of restoration, focusing management activities in areas where
they can accomplish the greatest good. The Forest Plan revision
process is also an opportunity for the public to press for recognition
of areas that meet roadless or similar criteria, and could be considered
for Congressional designation as Wilderness, National Scenic Areas,
or National Recreation Areas.
To identify those areas – areas we call Georgia’s Mountain Treasure
areas – ForestWatch has taken the lead in updating the 1995 report,
Georgia’s Mountain Treasures: The Unprotected Wildlands of the
Chattahoochee National Forest, originally compiled by The Wilderness
Society and other environmental groups, including ForestWatch
and the Sierra Club. Mountain Treasure areas can generally be
thought of as the last, best remaining wild places in Georgia – places
that are wild and without roads, and home to some of the most
remarkable biodiversity in the world; places that offer unspoiled
scenic beauty and an escape from our fast-paced urban lives. The
original publication was part of a Mountain Treasures series by
The Wilderness Society in the 1990s that identified and described
the unprotected wildlands in each of the six national forests in the
Southern Appalachians. The Mountain Treasures series emerged
at critical times in the forest planning processes for these national
forests. Their purpose was very specific: to give the public accurate,
detailed information about wildlands so citizens may speak effectively
on behalf of these special places.
Our revision of the Georgia’s Mountain Treasures report will focus
on those same goals – providing the public and the Forest Service
with updated, high-quality information about the remaining
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unfragmented areas of national forest in north Georgia. As part
of the Forest Plan revision process, we will engage in a larger
conversation with forest stakeholders about how these Mountain
Treasure areas should be managed under the new Forest Plan.
Some of these areas may qualify for inclusion in the National
Wilderness Preservation System. Georgia currently has 117,837
acres of Congressionally-designated Wilderness. Other areas
may be more suitable as National Scenic or National Recreation
Areas because of current recreational use. Still others may deserve
Forest Service administrative designations such as management
backcountry, botanical-zoological areas, or cultural/heritage areas,
etc. And others may not need a change in management at all.
Before we can have those conversations, we must have more onthe-ground information. Over the last 20 months, Jess Riddle has
led ForestWatch’s efforts to collect on-the-ground information and
research over 300,000 acres of Georgia’s Mountain Treasure areas.
Once we have this information, only then can we recommend
management options that ensure future generations of Georgians
will be able to access these remaining wild places.
As many of our Southern Appalachian National Forests are
undergoing or will be undergoing forest plan revisions in the next
decade, there will be opportunities for the public to speak on behalf
of these special places and to help ensure our mountain treasures
are protected and sensibly managed. But for now, we hope you will
join ForestWatch and our partners, the Southern Environmental
Law Center, The Wilderness Society, the Georgia Chapter of the
Sierra Club, and The Bowen Center for the Arts, as we celebrate
the wild and special places in our Southern Appalachian National
Forests and Great Smoky Mountains National Park. We invite you
to submit an original photo or photos of your favorite places to
our juried photo show, “Appalachian Mountain Treasures,” at The
Bowen Center for the Arts in Dawsonville. The opening reception
and awards ceremony will be held on Saturday, March 3, 2018,
from 1-4:00pm, and the exhibit will run through April 13. More
information about the show and entry forms can be found on our
website, http://gafw.org/call-to-photographers/.
Major support for the Georgia’s Mountain Treasures Project has been
provided by the R. Howard Dobbs, Jr. Foundation, a private donor,
The Dobbs Fund, and Georgia ForestWatch member donations.

Call to Photographers!
Deadline to Enter:
December 8, 2017

Contact Information
Georgia ForestWatch
www.gafw.org

Appalachian Mountain Treasures
Juried Photography Show

81 Crown Mountain Place, Building C, Suite 200
Dahlonega, GA 30533
706-867-0051

Hosted with The Bowen Center for the Arts &
Georgia Chapter of the Sierra Club

Georgia ForestWatch is a 501(c)3
nonprofit educational corporation.

Awards in each category:
$500 First Place
$250 Second Place
Prize Awards Third Place

Also one award:
$500 Best in Show

Categories:

Native Wild Animals | Landscapes | Cultural | Native Plants

Theme:

Celebrating our Southern Appalachian Mountain Forests, with
emphasis on this region’s National Forests, the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park, and adjacent mountain communities.

Exhibit Dates:
March 3 to April 13, 2018
Opening Reception & Awards:
Saturday, March 3, 2018, 1:00-4:00p
Judges: Larry Winslett, Peter McIntosh, Horace Hamilton

Fee: $10 per entry

Enter up to 5 original photographic images

For Entry and Information:

http://gafw.org/call-to-photographers/
or email Director@BowenArts.org.
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Grassy Mountain: A Georgia’s Mountain Treasure
by Jess Riddle : Forest Ecologist

I

f Providence Canyon is Georgia’s Grand Canyon, then Grassy
Mountain is the Grand Tetons. High and steep, Grassy Mountain,
along with its sister peak to the south, Fort Mountain, provide a
constant backdrop to life in Chatsworth. At 3,688 feet elevation,
the mountain rises a full 2,800 feet above its base in the Great
Valley, which separates Grassy and the Blue Ridge from the Ridge
and Valley to west. Head west from Grassy’s summit, and there is
no higher ground until the High Plains.
Seen from the air, the gentler, lower slopes present a remarkably
consistent pattern of lighter and darker greens. The forest spreads
out like a neighborhood, with hardwood lanes in the coves and pine
lawns on the slopes and ridges. Toward the top, hardwoods take
over.

Back down at the mountain’s foot, signs do not point motorists
towards these botanical highlights or even Grassy Mountain’s better
known natural wonders but to Lake Conasauga. The plateau-ish
eastern side of Grassy forms a bridge to the Cohutta Wilderness Area,
and in the middle of that horizontal ground sits Georgia’s highest lake.
Families stay at the campground, and explore the network of easy
trails that surround the 19-acre, CCC-built lake. A hike to the old fire
tower on the summit makes a nice afternoon excursion.
(continued on page 13)

Photo credit: Jess Riddle

With such an elevation range, plants near the top experience a
shorter growing season with significantly more rain, fog, and snow
than plants growing on the lower slopes. That range of climate
layers on top of a patchwork quilt of different soils and topography
produces a wide variety of different niches for species to fill. A
botanical study found 548 plant species growing on the mountain.
Among them, 20 were rare, and nine were trilliums – the greatest
number of trillium species recorded for any mountain in the world.

Unexpected species venture in from every direction. Yellow birch, a
characteristic northern hardwood species that in Georgia typically
clings to only the highest peaks, descends to 2,000 feet elevation on
Grassy Mountain. Mill Creek wraps around Grassy to drain most of
the mountain, and likely provides the only opportunity in Georgia
to see yellow birch growing next to sweetgum, a classic Deep South
species. Swamp chestnut oak, a large tree of piedmont and coastal
plain floodplains, with leaves immediately familiar to anyone who
knows the typical chestnut oak, follows lower Mill Creek. Typically
found farther west or cultivated in someone’s yard, oakleaf hydrangea
maintains an outpost on the southern slope of Grassy.

Old-growth forest in a Grassy Mountain Cove
4 Georgia ForestWatch

Slow walk at the Warwoman Dell
by Dietrich Hoecht : Georgia ForestWatch Member

O

n September 24, Sue Harmon and Brenda Smith were
our fearless hike leaders into the rich cove environment of the
Warwoman Dell in Rabun County. It was a glorious, sunny, early
fall day. The schedule split the event into two parts: the first part
was relaxed, and after lunch the more energetic folks were to climb
up the Bartram Trail to Becky Falls and farther on to Martin Creek
Falls.
After we had gathered at the large picnic pavilion that shelters
many tables and the central chimney structure with four grilling
fireplaces, Sue introduced us to the history of the Warwoman Dell.
The Cherokee used this long, stretched valley as a trading route.
The Warwoman reference memorializes the significance of the
warwoman as tribal council voice in war and peace, and she is said
to have solely cast the decision over the fate of captives. “Beloved
Woman” is the Cherokee name for such a person, and the most
well-known in the area was Nancy Ward. She had led a victory over
the Creek. Her Cherokee name was nanye-hi, and she later married
a trader named Bryant Ward.
According to a marker, we were in the Warwoman Fracture. The
fracture is a fault that extends through the Warwoman valley
and further west, to the Timpson cove of Lake Burton, and is
geologically as ancient as the creation of the continents.
In the 1930s the Dell housed a crew of Roosevelt’s Civil
Conservation Corps that was tasked with repairing the landscape
from the extensive earlier logging damage. They also created a
stone-walled fish hatchery whose remnants are still clearly visible.
There is a goodly stretch of a railroad bed at the site, but the task of
establishing a rail system was never finished.

Working on art
Sue encouraged us to explore the flora and vegetation alongside
the creek, up to the small waterfall. Rare walking ferns were to
be found. Also, we were to explore slowly, maybe meditating and
contemplating, to find nature’s delights with our senses, camera and
sketch pad.
Then it was Brenda’s turn. Art for all. She resurrected an exercise
from her art teaching days, which was inspired by the book that
promoted drawing with the right side of your brain. We were
given a felt pen and stuck our hand blindly into a large paper bag
containing a pad of poster board. Then, we visually followed the
contours of a random subject in our other hand, while drawing
this outline on the paper pad within the bag. After we did a bit of
embellishment of our creations, Brenda led us to a veritable alchemy
kitchen of water, alcohol, brushes, crayons, salt, and liquid colors.
We then brushed, sprinkled and spritzed freely over our drawings.
Everyone smiled at the results, and we heard a lot of “aaahs” and
“ooohs” from our nouveau artist crowd!
Then we went onward into the woods
to explore, according to Sue’s command,
slowly and deliberately. This area is truly
a perfect example of a rich cove with a
small creek meandering through.
After lunch the intrepid people climbed
up to the ever-delightful two waterfalls,
while the rest of us returned home after
this relaxing and spiritually enriching
outing. Thanks, Sue and Brenda, for
making this so very memorable. n

Hike participant, Mary Ibarra,
connecting with nature

Slow hikers lunching
Photo credits: Jay Noe
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Foothills Landscape Project update
by Jess Riddle : Forest Ecologist

T

he Foothills Landscape Collaboration remains the
800-pound gorilla in the room. ForestWatch attended all four
recent Foothills Community Meetings as well as a canebreak
restoration field trip and workshops on roads and water quality.
While those and earlier meetings and field trips were about the
Forest Service gathering ideas from all stakeholders, we are not
sure whether our ideas were truly heard. The Forest Service has
now put out its own ideas and vision for the Foothills. The justreleased scoping notice details a project that includes everything
from road changes to campsite management to an American
chestnut seed orchard. We are still going through the scoping
notice and visiting sites, but here are some early takes on the
project.

Prescribed fire will also affect a large portion of the project area, up to
50,000 acres of burn units. Some timber treatments will require prescribed
fire to be effective, but the prescribed fire discussions have mostly focused
on reducing wildfire risk. Other activities will affect smaller, but still
significant, areas. Felling trees into streams for trout has been proposed
on many streams. Canebreak restoration, creating dense patches of native
river cane, seems likely to proceed on select spots near the Chattooga River.
Wildlife openings, essentially grassy fields, are proposed for many parts
of the Foothills that do not currently have them. Recreation management
changes – ranging from decommissioning little-used or logistically
difficult areas, to expanding parking for popular areas – will include areas
throughout the Foothills.

Photo credit: Jess Riddle

At its core, Foothills remains a forestry project. Most striking
are the number of acres proposed for various timber treatments:
• Canopy gaps – 8,100
• Early successional habitat – 9,500
• Oak maintenance – 25,000
• Oak restoration – 7,500
• Pine maintenance – 12,400
• Pine restoration – 5,800
• Pine plantation thinning – 13,800
• Woodland restoration – 7,400

These numbers do not represent a commitment or even a specific plan from
the Forest Service. The scoping and other documents state that treatments
are “proposed for up to” the listed figures. They come from overlaying
on a computer maps of things like oak forests and gentle slopes. Further
complicating the picture, a stand may be counted as a possibility for two or
more treatments. Even with those caveats, the project may result in 50,000
acres of timber harvests. The project area encompasses 143,000 acres,
several times the area of most projects. Still, the percentage included in
timber harvests is much higher than recent projects.

The form of the Foothills Landscape Project is beginning to emerge from the mists.
6 Georgia ForestWatch

Like most Forest Service projects, whether or not these treatments
are a good idea will come down to a question of location. Do the
treatments fit the particular stands the Forest Service has chosen?
Are pines so dense they need to be thinned? Is there old growth
that needs to be protected? Are there major erosion risks? Does the
stand include unique features that warrant protection? Answering
these questions typically requires on-the-ground information. So
far, “where” has been described in only a general sort of way, so it
is difficult for us to say whether or not these treatments are a good
idea. A mix of good and bad seems unavoidable.
Broader issues we’ve seen in other projects are present in the
Foothills, too. All too often, proposed treatments address
symptoms, but do not cure the disease. For instance, intense
timber harvests are used to create early successional forests,
which are used by many wildlife species and are in short supply.
However, that approach does nothing to address why early
successional forests are scarce in the first place. Beavers, intense
fires, and forests old enough to be fully susceptible to wind
damage – natural sources of early successional habitat – remain
rare. This problem is part of a broader pattern of focusing on
forest structure while giving short shrift to forest process, fire being
an important exception.
The Foothills scoping and other documents also envision
forest structure in idealized, easily managed terms rather than
considering the full complexity of forest structure that occupies
the Foothills. The Foothills Landscape Restoration Plan repeatedly
calls the 100-year-old forests that are prevalent “late successional”
and states that old forests are abundant on the landscape. That’s
like calling someone in their 30s a senior citizen. Many of our
tree species routinely live 200 or more years, and many forest
processes are just getting started at 100 years. Similarly, the idea

that forest stands are a single age, like tree plantations are, pervades
the restoration plan. But, most natural forests in the region contain
trees of many different ages in the canopy. The restoration plan’s
distortions of forest structure and natural stand dynamics lead to
artificial problems, like a lack of young oak forests. While there is a
lack of young oak trees (our oak forests typically lack oak saplings
in the understory), there is no reason to expect young oaks to be
concentrated forests (stands) in this region.
As proposed, the Foothills project also includes some more concrete
reoccurring problems. Prescribed fire is proposed on a very frequent
interval, i.e., five years or less. We believe that frequency occurred
only under special circumstances in the mountains, and that the
prescriptions for frequent fire are often based on a misinterpretation
of the scientific literature. New wildlife openings are proposed.
Wildlife openings can be made in the rest of the state, but the
national forest is the only large area of natural habitat in north
Georgia. Many of the timber treatments have associated herbicide
use. This project could result in herbicides being applied to tens of
thousands of acres.
Unfortunately, negative or questionable features are receiving
disproportionate attention, but the Foothills project also contains
several features that are clear positives. Much of the proposed timber
treatments focus on promoting oak and southern pine saplings,
which are legitimately in short supply. Rare habitats are receiving
attention in accord with their importance. The Forest Service has
taken initiative in implementing guidance from the region and
designating areas to be managed for old-growth. Finally, a large part
of the project is tackling roads and recreation. These are potentially
thorny issues, but the Forest Service is taking steps towards making
them more sustainable, both financially and environmentally. n

District Offices of the Chattahoochee-Oconee National Forests

Forest Service Contacts

District Ranger, Jeff Gardner
USFS Conasauga Ranger District
3941 Highway 76 • Chatsworth, GA 30705
jeffgardner@fs.fed.us
706-695-6736

District Ranger, Ryan Foote
USFS Chattooga River Ranger District
9975 Highway 441 South
Lakemont, GA 30552
ehunter@fs.fed.us
706-754-6221

Betty Jewett – Forest Supervisor
USDA Forest Service
Chattahoochee-Oconee National Forests
1755 Cleveland Highway
Gainesville, GA 30501		
bettymjewett@fs.fed.us
770-297-3000

District Ranger, Thomas Dozier
USFS Oconee National Forest
1199 Madison Road
Eatonton, GA 31024
tdozier.fs.fed.us
706-485-7110

Tony Tooke – Regional Forester
USDA Forest Service – Region 8
1720 Peachtree St. NE • Atlanta, GA 30309
sramirez@fs.fed.us
404-347-4177

District Ranger, Andrew Baker
USFS Blue Ridge Ranger District
2042 Highway 515 West
P.O. Box 9 • Blairsville, GA 30512
albaker@fs.fed.us
706-745-6928

Tom Vilsack
Secretary of Agriculture, USDA
1400 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20250
202-720-2791
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Fall Retreat & Membership Meeting 2017
by Lyn Hopper : Office Manager

O

Jess began the morning program with a presentation on Georgia’s
Mountain Treasures, those unprotected special places in the
Chattahoochee-Oconee National Forests that deserve protection from
road building and extensive logging. Sharing stunning slides of many of
those natural areas, Jess explained what was unique about each Mountain
Treasure area and what the threats might be, inspiring our vigilance and
encouraging us to get involved in helping protect these special areas
during the upcoming Forest Plan revision process.
Sam Evans, Staff Attorney and new Leader of National Forests and Parks
Program at SELC, then took the floor and talked about lessons learned
from the Nantahala-Pisgah National Forests Plan Revision. Long-time
ForestWatch Board Advisor Sarah Francisco was promoted to Director of
SELC’s Virginia Office this past year, and she was sorely missed. But this
was a great opportunity for our members to meet Sam and get the benefit
of his expertise.

Photo credit: Sue Harmon

Our friend and long-time partner Patrick Hunter was also on site to
help us understand potential federal legislation that could affect national
forest management. He and Sam provided a helpful handout detailing
bills that have been introduced to date, the congressional sponsors, and
the troublesome aspects of each bill. ForestWatch is so fortunate to have
the benefit of SELC’s expertise! Sam and Patrick answered a number of
questions from the audience about how to frame messages when speaking
with or writing to officials.

Volunteer of the Year, Peter McIntosh
8 Georgia ForestWatch

Photo credit: Sue Harmon

nce again, ForestWatchers gathered at Vogel State Park for
a weekend of learning, food and fun. The annual Fall Retreat and
Membership Meeting is a highlight of the year for ForestWatch members
and friends. Nearly 90 attended this year’s program, which featured Forest
Ecologist Jess Riddle and attorneys Sam Evans and Patrick Hunter from
the Southern Environmental Law Center (SELC), Asheville Office.

SELC attorney, Sam Evans, talking to the crowd
At the close of the program, Executive Director Mary Topa
announced the ForestWatch Volunteer of the Year. This year,
the honor went to nature photographer Peter McIntosh, whose
remarkable shots grace our website and publications and call
attention to the natural beauty in our national forests. Welldeserved!
When lunchtime came, retreat attendees were treated to soups,
stews, and other one-pot dishes as part of our Fall Harvest OnePot Cook-Off contest. Small tasting cups were provided so we
could all taste a number of entries. Judges Michael Griffith, Jay
Noe, and Vicki Miller tasted all the entries and pronounced the
following winners: Leslie Wade took first place with her apple
cobbler; Edward Straw came in second with his wife’s hearty
chicken soup; and in third place was Patrick Hunter with his
lentil stew.
Afternoon hikes included a tree identification hike with Jess
Riddle, a walk and talk with Mark Warren entitled “A Hiker’s
Guide to Useful Plants of the Cherokees,” and a botanical stroll
with Tom Patrick stepping in graciously for Linda Chafin who
was unable to attend due to illness. Meanwhile, back at the
Group Shelter, volunteers bustled around preparing drinks and
snacks for returning hikers.
At 5:00 p.m., Jim Dawson called the annual membership and
business meeting to order. Jim Walker reprised his recitation of
Carl Sandburg’s affecting poem “Wilderness.” Forest Ecologist
Jess Riddle gave a brief update of ForestWatch activities during
the past year. At the conclusion of the business meeting, our
“honorary junior staffer,” Chloe Bettis, assisted Jim Dawson
by drawing for the winners of the door prize and the raffle
items. “It’s me!” she exclaimed in surprise when she drew her
own ticket for Jan Stansell’s handmade basket. Other donated
raffle items included pottery from Brenda Smith and Jami
Pederson, a biplane ride from Cal and Sandi Tax, merchandise
from Patagonia, reclaimed wood turnings from Allen and Becky
Phillips of Wildcat Crafts, two of Mark Warren’s books donated

by Tom Colkett, and a solar eclipse photo from Peter McIntosh.
Thanks to all our raffle donors!
Dinner hit the spot with barbecue pork provided and cooked by
David Govus, and baked beans, slaw, other side dishes, and desserts
provided through the efforts of Melinda Edwards, Jeanette Crawford,
Lucy Dickerson, Michael Griffith, Sue Harmon, Mary Topa, and
other helpers. After dinner, Janet Westervelt led the group on an “Owl
Prowl,” and called up a beautiful barred owl.
The Georgia ForestWatch Retreat was again a big success, and we
couldn’t do it without our many sponsors, contributors, volunteers,
and attendees. Mark your calendars for next year’s retreat at Vogel on
October 6th! n

Thank you to our 2017 Fall Retreat sponsors,
contributors, speakers, & volunteers!
SPONSORS
ADI Marketing, Inc
Donna Born
James & Debra Campbell
Tom & Sally Colkett
Tom & Jeanette Crawford
Jim & Hedy Dawson
Richie Deason
Ted & Lynda Doll
Melinda & Andy Edwards
Sue Harmon
Robin & Janet Hitner
Peter & Sally Parsonson
Doug & Elaine Riddle
Dennis & Jan Stansell
Margaretta Taylor
Lloyd & Bonnie Unnold
Jim & Pat Walker
CONTRIBUTORS
Applewood Pottery
(Jami Pederson)
Tom Colkett
Marie Dunkle
Lyn Hopper
Shepherd & Sarah Howell
Peter McIntosh
Mercier Orchards
Patagonia
Donald Russ
Brenda Smith
Jan Stansell
Stover Mountain Orchard
(David Govus)
Cal & Sandi Tax

Mary Topa
Maureen Topa
Wildcat Crafts
(Becky & Allen Phillips)
SPEAKERS, HIKE
LEADERS &
VOLUNTEERS
Chloe Bettis
Tom & Sally Colkett
Jeanette & Tom Crawford
Jim Dawson
Lucy Dickerson
Lynda & Ted Doll
Suzy Downing
Melinda & Andy Edwards
Sam Evans
David Govus
Michael Griffith
Sue Harmon
Patrick Hunter
Sue Mattison
Tom Patrick
Doug & Elaine Riddle
Jess Riddle
Brenda Smith
Joanne Steele
Mary Topa
Harry Vander Krabben
Melanie & Keith Vickers
Jim Walker
Mark Warren
Janet Westervelt
David & Dena
Maguire Young

Retreat attendees enjoyed learning about and discussing issues,
eating great food, and winning prizes.

Photo credits: Sue Harmon
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Around the forest
by Jess Riddle : Forest Ecologist

S

maller projects from the individual ranger districts have not
presented near the quandaries that the Foothills Landscape Project
smorgasbord has. The stands infested by the ips engraver beetle in the
Armuchee Ridges, discussed in the spring edition of this article, have
now been cut. The Conasauga Ranger District sent out a request
for input on how to reforest those stands. Discussions with them
indicated they would like to reforest with a mix of shortleaf pine and
oak, which we supported. We were also pleased to learn that they
still plan to transition the stands to woodland, though the logistics to
make that happen may not come together for a while. The District
also seems willing to experiment with minor tweaks to the protocols
for establishing the next generation of trees, which should improve
future projects in the area. North Georgia EMC will put a new utility
line on the District. The line will be within a highway right-of-way,
so we did not oppose the project.

The Blue Ridge Ranger District has given us no updates on the
Cooper Creek Project.The decision notice is slated for late this year or
early next year.
As expected in the wake of last fall’s drought and subsequent ips
engraver beetle outbreak, pine trees are now dying to southern
pine beetle. The beetles are hitting stands on the Oconee Ranger
District that were previously infested by ips engraver beetle. The
ongoing Oconee Forest Health and Wildlife Habitat Improvement
Project covers control efforts, but the presence of ips complicates
control. Normal containment cutting leaves behind slash, in which
ips graver beetles can proliferate. A flight over the Andrews Pickens
Ranger District revealed four southern pine beetle spots on the
Georgia side of the Chattooga River. More spots almost certainly
remain undetected across the mountains. Whether these infestations
play themselves out or result in salvage/containment projects likely
depends on the accessibility of the stands.
An 18-acre stand on the west side of the Cohuttas may give us one
of the best views of the future of our forests. Since the 1970s, the
Conasauga Ranger District has burned the stand roughly every three
years. District leaders Jim Walker and Robin Hitner and I visited
the stand to see the long term results of prescribed fire. The bright
and open stand sticks out from the surrounding forests. Chestnut
oak, scarlet oak, and shortleaf pine form a closed canopy, and tree
10 Georgia ForestWatch

Photo credit: Robin Hitner

Recreation events, such as trail runs and adventure races, continue to
proliferate on the Blue Ridge and Chattooga River Districts. In our
response, we continued to raise concerns about increasing impacts,
lack of adequate rain planning, and use of a trail that CoTrails
recommended for decommissioning. However, the Forest Service
seems unlikely to put caps on the events or participation without
documented severe damage to the trails.
Site of the greatest number of burns on the Chattahoochee National
Forest. Note how the lack of a midstory makes the stand easy to see
through, but the understory is a dense mix of grasses, other herbaceous
plants, shrubs, and tree sprouts.

sprouts, tree seedlings, blueberry bushes, and herbs fill in below eye
level. Between those two levels, there is nothing. Any light that filters
in between or through the trees makes it to near ground level. The
stand offers a litmus test for how one views prescribed fire. People
who like prescribed fire will see the scarlet oak sprouts, the grasses
and wildflowers, and the lack of mountain-laurel and white pine
(which were originally common in the understory). People who do
not like prescribed fire will see the red maple sprouts, the sparseness
of the grasses and wildflowers, and the patches of bare soil on the
ridges. Anyone interested in prescribed fire in north Georgia should
visit to see for themselves. n

NEPA and National Forest Collaboration
by Patrick Hunter : Staff Attorney at Southern Environmental Law Center & GFW Board Advisor

S

ince the 1970s the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) has required federal agencies to evaluate and disclose
the effects of their actions, consider alternative approaches
to meet objectives, and involve the public in agency decision
making. It would be hard to overstate the impact NEPA has
had on national forest management. NEPA requires federal
agencies to evaluate site-specific impacts such as the impact
a project has on a particular stream section, and also broader
impacts such as the effect a project may have on climate change
drivers. It requires agencies to solicit
feedback and respond to concerns and
alternatives raised by the general public,
including organizations like ForestWatch
and individual citizens. This exchange
of information leads to better projects
that avoid potentially damaging and
unnecessary impacts, make better use
of taxpayer money by helping prevent
investment in ineffective strategies, and
ensures that projects are undertaken with
affected communities in mind. Over the
years ForestWatch has provided a wealth of
data to the Forest Service largely collected
during boots-on-the-ground surveys of proposed projects.
NEPA created those opportunities. NEPA is a procedural
statute. In other words, it does not require particular
outcomes; it only requires agencies to follow certain steps when
making decisions.

ground with the agency and stakeholders early in the project development
process, and increased transparency about project sideboards (i.e., project
limitations, for example, avoiding timber harvest on steep slopes over a
certain degree) and objectives.

Under the traditional NEPA model the Forest Service solicits
public feedback on the scope of a proposed project, uses that
information to develop the project in greater detail, and then
solicits additional feedback through a draft environmental
analysis document (often called an Environmental Assessment,
or “EA”) on impacts associated with the project and alternative
means to fulfill the agency’s objectives. Under this approach,
the public’s role is largely a reactive one – responding to
proposals the agency has already drafted.

The first reason is related to public participation. NEPA is what legally
requires federal agencies to involve the public. If consideration of sitespecific impacts does not occur until after the NEPA process has closed
– in other words, after the agency has completed its administrative
decision-making process by issuing a final, implementable decision – then
it is unclear if the NEPA’s public participation requirements would apply
to post-NEPA consideration of site-specific impacts. Even if the Forest
Service promised to involve the public in the future, without NEPA’s
application there would be little to prevent the Forest Service from
changing its mind – because of personnel turnover, changes in agency
priorities, or other reasons – and refusing to adequately involve the public.
That is legally problematic because it denies the public the opportunity to
weigh in on site-specific considerations as NEPA requires. Perhaps more
importantly, it would prevent the agency from considering the valuable,
on-the-ground information ForestWatch has provided for years, before

Across the country the Forest Service is shifting from this
reactive model to a more proactive approach that involves
soliciting public feedback through collaboration. Instead of
asking the public to respond to agency-developed proposals,
the Forest Service is seeking input as the public and agency
jointly craft projects from the ground up. This approach has
the potential for substantial benefits including finding common

The first project on the Chattahoochee National Forest to whole-heartedly
utilize this collaborative approach is the Foothills Landscape Project.
For over a year ForestWatch and other partners have engaged in a series
of public meetings with the Forest Service to develop a
proposed action for the 143,000-acre Foothills analysis area.
We support this collaborative effort and think it can lead to
better project outcomes.
At the same time, we want to be sure that bedrock
NEPA safeguards are protected during this first effort
at collaboration. As collaborative efforts have increased
nationwide, concerns have been raised about collaboration
replacing traditional NEPA obligations. For example
an agency may commit to involve the public in decision
making but not subject the decision-making process to
the requirements of NEPA. On the national forests this
would likely take the form of including broad-scale impacts
analysis (e.g., impacts on climate change) and alternatives
consideration in NEPA documents but delaying site-specific impacts
analysis (e.g. impacts on a specific stream) and alternatives consideration
until after the NEPA process has concluded and the agency is laying out
a project on the ground. This type of approach is problematic for at least
three reasons.

(continued on page 12)
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NEPA and National Forest Collaboration
(continued from page 11)

issuing a final NEPA decision that would allow it to start on-theground activities (cutting timber, building roads, etc.).
Related, the agency’s NEPA regulations create an administrative
process allowing members of the public to “object” to projects
or portions of projects that they believe are significantly flawed.
But the objection process is tied to the NEPA timeline so that
concluding NEPA before considering site-specific impacts may
mean that the public loses its ability to participate by “objecting” to
portions of site-specific analysis.
Second, bifurcating site-specific considerations from NEPA
procedures may result in inadequate consideration of site-specific
impacts. NEPA prohibits agencies from sweeping potential adverse
impacts under the rug. Instead, agencies must forthrightly assess
and disclose impacts, often referred to as taking a “hard look” in
NEPA parlance. But if site-specific impacts are not considered
until after the NEPA process has concluded it is unclear if the
“hard look” standard would apply to that post-NEPA analysis.
Combined with the objection timing problem mentioned above,
public recourse may be limited if agency analysis is insufficient.

the agency cannot sufficiently consider mitigation measures as
part of its NEPA analysis. At the time a final NEPA decision is
issued the agency would still not know the site-specific impacts
of its proposal; without understanding those impacts, it cannot
adequately consider how to mitigate them.
Collaborative processes can reap benefits but should not do so
at the expense of NEPA safeguards. We continue to believe that
the best approach to meeting NEPA’s obligations is to assess
broad and site-specific impacts, and involve the public in those
considerations, before concluding the NEPA process (with a final
decision). That enables the agency to get the information it needs,
meet NEPA’s legal obligations, and does not generate additional
work for the agency if it plans to assess site-specific impacts at
a later date anyway. We are hopeful the collaborative approach
being utilized with the Foothills project will allow us to put past
disagreements behind us and focus Forest Service actions in areas
where there is widespread agreement on the need for management.
We will continue working towards that objective while ensuring
that NEPA’s obligations are not jeopardized. n

Third, considering site-specific impacts after the NEPA process
has closed could lead to inadequate consideration of ways to
mitigate harmful, site-specific impacts. NEPA does not directly
require agencies to implement specific mitigation measures, but
it does require agencies to consider and disclose reasonable ways
to mitigate impacts and improve projects. If site-specific impacts
are not considered until after the NEPA process is complete,

U.S. Senate
Senator David Perdue
Senator David Perdue
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Washington, DC 20510
Phone: 202-224-3521
www.perdue.senate.gov/connect/email
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Atlanta, GA 30305
Phone: 404-865-0087
Fax: 404-816-3435
Stami_Williams@perdue.senate.gov
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Senator Johnny Isakson
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Washington, DC 20510
Phone: 202-224-3643
Fax: 202-228-0724
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cfm/email-me
-orField Representative Daniela Belton Perry
c/o Sen. Johnny Isakson
One Overton Park SE
3625 Cumberland Blvd., Suite 970
Atlanta, Georgia 30339
Phone: 770-661-0999 • Fax: 770-661-0768
Cell: 423-298-4256
E-mail: daniela_belton @isakson.senate.gov

Representative Jody Hice
100 Court Street
Monroe, GA 30655
Phone: 770-207-1776
Fax: 770-226-6751
http://hice.house.gov/contact/
Representative Austin Scott
127-B N. Central Ave.
Tifton, GA 31794
Phone: 229-396-5175
Fax: 229-396-5179
https://austinscott.house.gov/
email-me

Representative Tom Graves
702 South Thornton Ave.
Dalton, GA 30720
Phone: 706-226-5320
Fax: 706-278-0840
http://tomgraves.house.gov/
contact/
Representative Doug Collins
210 Washington St. NW
Suite 202
Gainesville, GA 30501
Phone: 770-297-3388
Fax: 770-297-3390
https://dougcollins.house.gov/
email-me

Grassy Mountain: A Georgia’s Mountain Treasure
(continued from page 4)

Lake Conasauga, though, is an enclave of development, tethered to
civilization by only a couple of long dirt roads. To the north, south,
and west, the fire tower looks down on undeveloped and unroaded
slopes. While roadless areas are typically like memories, secure where
valued and otherwise withering away, Grassy Mountain has actually
grown. The Forest Service converted a dead-end road on the lower west
side and a through road on the south side to ATV trails. The latter
repurposing allowed the Grassy Mountain roadless area to merge with
the smaller Emery Creek roadless area. Unofficially, the unfragmented
swath of natural communities totals 14,023 acres, the third largest in
north Georgia. Clean water from this area flows through Holly Creek
Preserve, one of only two preserves The Nature Conservancy owns in
the Georgia Blue Ridge, which was set aside to protect rare aquatic
animals.
Grassy Mountain’s real claim to fame is north Georgia’s largest oldgrowth forest, over 1,700 acres (two-and-a-half square miles) that
provide a window into the past and a mirror for modern management.
Never-logged forests of several different types wrap around the steep
upper slopes and span over 1,500 feet vertically. The coves harbor
northern red oaks up to four-and-a-half feet in width and hollow tulip
poplars that could swallow a bear with room to spare. Drier slopes
support a subtler kind of old-growth stands of Virginia pine trees, that
even when left alone scarcely live longer than a human lifetime, and oak
stands with weather-beaten, 250-year-old survivors that are not much
wider than a dinner plate.

Getting there: from Chatsworth, take Highway 411 north 7.2
miles and turn right onto Grassy Street. After 0.4 miles, turn
right onto Crandall Ellijay Rd. Go 500 feet and turn left onto
Mill Creek Rd (Forest Service Rd 630). Follow it 8.6 miles
and take a sharp right onto West Cowpen Rd (FSR 17). After
3.2 miles, turn right onto Conasauga Lake Rd (FSR 68), and
follow it 1.8 miles to the Windy Gap Cycle Trail. The trail
passes through old growth, but the coves with the big trees are
off the trail. Alternatively, at the end of West Cowpen Road,
turn left onto Conasauga Lake Rd and follow it 0.5 miles to the
Tearbritches trailhead. The Emery Creek Trail starts on the far
side of the field and provides easy access to an old-growth stand
of stunted white oaks.
This article is part of a recurring series on Georgia’s Mountain
Treasures. Mountain treasures are some of the last large wild places
in Georgia. But they do not have permanent protection from road
building, logging, and other extractive resource use. We are surveying
them to learn more about their special plants, animals, history, and
scenic features. We will use that information to update the report
“Georgia’s Mountain Treasures,” and lobby for more protection
during the next Forest Plan revision. If you have any personal stories
about these areas, we would love to hear them. We hope these articles
will inspire people to enjoy and get to know these areas. n

Photo credit: Jess Riddle

Grassy Mountain is important not only for its past, but also its future.
Fragmentation and climate change will pressure our native species and
cause local extinctions. Large areas of intact habitat are more likely to
provide refuges, like a sheltered grotto or stubbornly wet spot, when
a tornado, drought or other disturbance would wipe out a smaller
population. If a disturbance does wipe out part of a large population,

the remaining part can recolonize. Grassy Mountain excels here
as both a large area in its own right, and part of the broader
Cohuttas landscape, which is one of the two largest areas in north
Georgia without a paved road. Similarly, Grassy Mountain’s great
elevation range will help protect species by providing them one of
the best opportunities to migrate upslope in response to climate
change. Starting with a core of pristine habitat only enhances that
value.

Boulders fill Mill Creek as it descends from Lake Conasauga.
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Invasive species profile: Oriental Bittersweet
by Jess Riddle : Forest Ecologist

O

riental bittersweet (Celastrus orbiculatus) is a pretty vine. The
roundish, gently serrated leaves turn a bright yellow in the fall, but the
grape-like clusters of fruit easily outshine the foliage. Each eraser-sized
red seed sits on a neatly quartered and sprung-open yellow husk with
all the vibrancy of a McDonald’s sign. Or perhaps the color palette is
from the flag of China since the woody plant originates from eastern
Asia. In any case, the bright colors caught landscapers’ eyes, and it was
brought here as an ornamental in the 1860s.

Count yourself lucky if you run into our native American bittersweet
in Georgia. The vine is rare in the state, and differs from its Asian
cousin in having narrower leaves that are pointed at the end and
producing fruit clusters at only the end of the vine, rather than in the
leaf axils. American bittersweet is also a smaller, less aggressive vine that
prefers less acidic soils. In the Northeast, where both species are more
common, Oriental bittersweet outcompetes American bittersweet, and
the two species also hybridize. In either case, the arrival of Oriental
bittersweet means the decline of American bittersweet.
Fortunately, Oriental bittersweet is still scarce in north Georgia.
Bittersweet hangs around Neel’s Gap, Vogel State Park, and along
Highway 180 through Suches. If you veer off on some road that goes
into the heart of the forest, or just some other mountain highway, a
keen eye may not even catch a glimpse of bittersweet. Therefore, now
is the time to eradicate bittersweet. By the time an invasive species
looks like a monster, it is often too late to effectively control it. Handpulling gets rid of small stems, while larger stems require application of
common herbicides. Please let friends know not to plant this species or
make wreaths with the fruits.
Step one in controlling invasive species and protecting native species is
knowing where the invasives are. The Forest Service is often limited in
their invasive species control by not knowing where the populations are.
You can help by documenting invasive species populations in and around
the national forest. A phone-grade photo and phone-grade GPS location
can be a big help. Just send the information to us, and we will get it to the
appropriate person in the Forest Service. n
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Photo credit: Jess Riddle

Unfortunately, the contrasting colors also catch the eyes of birds, and
they spread the invasive to all kinds of places. Making that matter
worse, the seedlings can survive even in a shady forest understory,
unlike many invasives. Once a bit of a canopy gap arrives, the vines,
hairless and at first dark brown with light spots, then light brown
with dark spots, take off. They wrap their way up and over anything
around them in much the same manner as a big patch of wisteria. The
trees and other vegetation underneath them can die from lack of light,
girdling, or just being dragged down.
Oriental bittersweet leaves and fruit

UPCOMING HIKES
Sunday, November 19
JP Schmidt
Burgess Mountain Hike, Oconee National Forest
Saturday, December 9
Jess Riddle & Tom Hennigan
Smithgall Woods State Park Hike
Monday, January 1
Sue Harmon & Brenda Smith
Rabun Bald Hike & Stekoa Creek Park Potluck
Thursday, February 8
Jess Riddle
Old Growth Hike from Hike Inn
Evening presentation on Feb. 7 at the Hike Inn, hike
out the following day.
Saturday, February 17
Sue Harmon & Ken Cissna (BMTA)
Winter Hike – Wagon Trail & Brasstown Bald
Saturday, May 5
John Moeller
Slow Hike – Wildflowers & Conasauga History
More information on upcoming hikes can be found
at gafw.org/outings-events/. Watch for alerts and
register quickly, as our hikes fill up fast.

You may be able to save on taxes and give the
money to ForestWatch!
by Ted Doll : Georgia ForestWatch Board Member

U

ncle Sam may forgive the tax that you owe on an IRA withdrawal
and give it to ForestWatch! If you are 70½ years of age or older and
have a traditional, tax-deferred IRA, the government requires that you
take “Required Minimum Distributions” (RMDs) every year. The
RMDs are payouts from your IRA that increase each year beyond your
70½th birthday.
The amount you originally invested in your IRA is normally before-tax
money. Depending on how you invested your IRA funds (for example
in mutual funds) you may have considerable gains on the original
investment. If you take the IRA distribution yourself, you will have to
pay considerable tax on it. The IRA distribution that you must take
each year after age 70½ is taxable as ordinary income. That is, both
the part of the distribution that represents your original investment
(the principal) and the gain are taxable.
But there is a provision that now allows you to avoid the tax on your
RMD (payout) if you donate it directly to a nonprofit organization
like Georgia ForestWatch. That provision is called the Qualified
Charitable Distribution (QCD) and was made permanent in the
omnibus budget bill passed in 2015.

WELCOME
NEW MEMBERS!
(August – September)
Mary Baker
BotanoLogos
Stephanie Brundage
Stephanie Byrne
Ann Federico
Robinette Kennedy
Jon & Michelle Matson
Trushar Mody
Laurie Poppell
Mary Beth Stager
Tara Suswal
Leslie Wade

Here’s how it works. If you have a moderate size IRA, your
RMD the first year when you reach 70½ might be, say $5,000.
Suppose that your marginal tax rate (percentage of your income
you pay in federal income tax after all deductions and credits)
is 15%. If you take the RMD yourself, you would have to pay
15% of the $5,000 RMD, or $750, in federal income tax in
addition to the tax you pay on your other regular income. But if
you donate the RMD entirely and directly to ForestWatch under
the QCD provision, Uncle Sam completely forgives the tax on
the RMD. So ForestWatch gets the whole $5,000.
More information on QCDs can be found at https://www.
kitces.com/blog/qualified-charitable-distribution-qcd-from-irato-satisfy-rmd-rules-and-requirements/, and at the IRS website
(https://www.irs.gov/publications/p590b/ch01.html#en_
US_2015_publink100041439). Of course, you should consult
your tax attorney or knowledgeable CPA for guidance on how to
do a QCD and claim it on your federal income tax.
Thanks for your support in protecting the National Forests! n

THANK YOU
FOREST GUARDIANS!
(August – September)
John & Beverly Baker
Mike Bales
Donna Born
Cara & David Busch
Tom & Sally Colkett
Jan & Dennis Stansell
Lloyd & Bonnie Unnold
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JOIN NOW! Complete this form and mail to:
Georgia ForestWatch, 81 Crown Mountain Pl., Building C, Suite 200, Dahlonega, GA 30533
Join online at www.gafw.org/membership/ or call 706-867-0051 to join via phone. Either way is paperless!

Georgia ForestWatch Membership Form
Name(s): _______________________________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: __________________________________________________________________________
Phone: _______________________________________ E-mail: ___________________________________
Make your conservation statement – go paperless and receive your newsletter via email:
p Yes! I want to go paperless!

How did you hear about us? ______________________________________

CHOOSE YOUR GIVING LEVEL
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

$2,500
$1,000
$500
$250
$100
$50
$35
$20
$ ______

President’s Circle
Benefactor
Forest Guardian
Supporter
Friend or Small Business
Family
Individual
Student
Other amount

PAYMENT INFORMATION
q Enclosed is cash or check payable to Georgia ForestWatch
q Charge my credit card: q AMEX q MasterCard q VISA q Discover
Signature: _________________________________________________
Account Number: ___________________________________________
Expiration Date:________________________ CVV ________________

Georgia ForestWatch
81 Crown Mountain Place
Building C, Suite 200
Dahlonega, GA 30533
706-867-0051
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